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WELCOME to Kendal Unitarians 

 
Unitarians are very different  

 
 We don't have a particular set of beliefs that we expect you to agree with. Everyone who 

comes to the chapel is free to discover their own spiritual path. 

 We welcome people on any point of their spiritual journey: those who have been seeking 

elsewhere or those whose journey has only just begun. 

 We believe everyone has the right to seek truth and meaning for themselves in mutual 

respect, and that reason and conscience are our best guides. 

 We celebrate the variety of spiritual and ethical viewpoints held by people in our congre-

gation. All are equally welcome and add to the richness of life in our Chapel.  

Mandy snapped this at Farfield Mill. 

John C took this photo of water 
lilies on the tarn at the Gatehouse. 

There can’t be a crisis next week - my schedule is already full 

Living on Earth may be expensive, but it does include a free trip round the Sun 
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100 Days of Prayer for Peace in the World 
 

4 August 2018: One hundred years on from a national day of prayer called by George V, 
many Christian organizations are promoting 100 days of prayer across the country, run-
ning until Armistice Day in November. Every day there will be prayers and actions for 
peace.  
  Some 65 million men were mobilised across Europe during World War 1. Nearly a third 
of them – some 21 million – were wounded. Another 8.5 million were killed and some 7.7 
million were taken prisoners of war. All of them had family and friends whose lives were 
changed forever by the events of 1914-1918.  
  Whatever your faith , we can all take part if we give up one minute of every day to say a 
prayer for peace ~ there are many to choose from - one that can be said by us all is of-
fered here: 

If there is to be peace in the world, There must be peace in the nations. 
If there is to be peace in the nations, There must be peace in the cities. 

If there is to be peace in the cities, There must be peace between neighbours. 
If there is to be peace between neighbours, There must be peace in the home. 

If there is to be peace in the home, There must be peace in the heart. 
         Lao-Tzu Chinese Philosopher,  

disputed dates between 6th to 4th century BC 
Ann Wilcox. 

The images below were taken by John Campbell at the  
Devil’s Porridge Museum at Eastriggs, near Annan.  



 

 

KUMEN 
We took advantage of this long spell of sunny weather to venture further afield 

from our usual haunts. Back in 1960, as a much slimmer youth of some 19 sum-
mers, I was sent by my employers to the Outward Bound School at Eskdale 

Green for a whole month. So why not revisit the School and indulge in a bit of 

nostalgia. The general public never get the opportunity to go so what a good 
excuse. 

  On the way to Gatehouse we stopped first at the Square Café in Broughton in 
Furness for a coffee and comfort break. The scenery along the way, especially in 

the Duddon Valley and over the tops past Ulpha, was stunning in the bright 

sunlight with wonderfully clear views over the whole area. Aren’t we so very 
lucky to live in the Lakes?  

  Eventually, we alighted in Eskdale Green near to the local Ratty Station of the 
same name. Well, what a surprise we had when we discovered we were in the 

car park of the King George IV pub! This was a very delightful hostelry serving 
good food and ale! Replete, a little later most of the group walked the few hun-

dred yards to our destination. 

  Past ‘inmates’ of Gatehouse have always been wel-
comed to visit this beautiful house built at the ‘fin de 

siècle’ when the Arts and Crafts movement was very 
strong here in the South Lakes. The movement stood 

for traditional craftsmanship using simple forms, and 

often used medieval, romantic, or folk styles of decora-
tion. It advocated economic and social reform and was 

essentially anti-industrial. 
  Gatehouse was built for Lord Rea, (Merchant banker 

and shipping magnate), by Windermere-born Arthur 
Huddert. The idea of both men was to turn Eskdale 

Green into an Alpine community. The external charac-

ter of the house is clearly late Victorian but inside we witnessed the rich assem-
bly of rare Arts and Crafts décor. Outside included a specially created large tarn 

and boathouse. The house was very soon the subject of much alteration and 
addition. In 1901, just five years later, the west end was raised to make a full 

gable and a large Pele Tower was built, joined to the house by a lowish link.  

  The house and part of the grounds were sold on Lord Rea’s death via auction 
in 1949 to the Outward Bound Trust, who converted it in 1950 into their Eskdale 

Centre. With 60 acres of landscaped grounds, stunning views of some of the 
highest summits in England and the picturesque village of Eskdale Green just 

down the road it was the perfect wilderness location for their learning and de-

velopment courses. As Wallace would say, what a grand day out! We must in-
clude our thanks to our honorary member Mandy for helping to provide the 

transport.                                                                                             DC 
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Monday 9 July. First Women.  

Carrie de Silva, Principal Lecturer in Law and Taxation at Harper Adams Univer-
sity, was invited by Councillor Guy Tirvengadum, Mayor of Kendal, to give a talk 

in the Mayor's Parlour at Kendal Town Hall. The talk centred around her publica-

tion First Women: The first women in law, government, the professions and 
other notable posts, achievements and matters of interest. 

  During the course of her work, Carrie decided to add some interest to the In-
troduction to Law module by inserting into her lecture two slides on the first 

women solicitors. This small step led to what is now a documented collection of 
women who were first in their chosen field. Such pioneering women go back 

throughout human history, but, in our modern era, in 1928, Stanley Baldwin and 

his Conservative government allowed all women to vote when they reached the 
age of 21 – the same age as for men (The 1918 Act gave the vote to women 

over 30), and by the 1930s the geography of the workplace had changed and a 
third of women in the UK worked outside the home, albeit mainly in low-paid 

jobs. The voice of women began 

to be heard and women were 
more free to show their skills out-

side the home. 
  Despite the fact that next year 

sees the centenary of the Sex 
Disqualification (Removal) Act of 

1919, an act which removed the 

barrier to women entering certain 
professions because of their gen-

der, discussion after the lecture 
centred around the fact that, al-

though many changes have oc-

curred in the workplace, attitudes 
and mindsets still have to alter 

before full equality is achieved.    
  Changes are occurring and 

many modern couples more read-

ily share household chores and child care and both partners often work outside 
the home. However, within many traditional professions women are still often 

filtered out along the route to the top posts, some by male prejudice against 
women doing the job and some because a woman may leave to have and/or 

raise children and career breaks are largely frowned upon. 
  Still, in our society, we need our pioneering women to be the first to make the 

changes society needs; the first to point out those standards and mindsets that 

need to change; the first to take positive action where we see need.       Fran 
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Dr Carrie de Silva, Kendal Mayor, Guy 
Tirvengadum, and Jacquetta Gomes in the 
Mayor’s Parlour, Kendal Town Hall. 



 

Suffragettes in Kendal. 
On Saturday 21st July, a large crowd celebrated a hundred years since women 

had the vote. Many were dressed as Edwardians in black skirts and white tops, 
with a 'bonnet' and a coloured sash in purple and green. Banners were raised. 

David Birkett and I joined the march from the Town Hall to the Birdcage and on 

to the Library, singing a special song (The March of the Women). There were 
many wonderful speakers. Hundreds of people watched the procession. 

Sally Jones. 
(See Sally’s photo inside the back cover.) 

 
N.B. The Kendal branch of the National Union of Suffrage Societies was formed 

in 1908, at a meeting chaired by Mary Wakefield in Kendal Town Hall. Members 

of the NUWSS (colours: red white and green), such as Eleanor Acland (née 
Cropper) of Burneside, were known as suffragists and campaigned for the right 

of property-owning women to vote. Middle class, their tactics were to heckle 
those against them and lobby local MPs. A number went on to found the WI. 

They were opposed by Theodora Wilson Wilson, a Quaker and propaganda nov-

elist for peace, and Mary Cropper, sister of Eleanor Acland, who wanted full 
adult franchise suffrage. Anything less would give the vote only to rich women. 

Mary Cropper founded the Kendal branch of the Women’s Anti-Suffrage League 
(WASL ) (colours: rose, white and black), whose aim was to oppose women’s 

suffrage because of the danger to the empire of women getting the franchise.  
Fran, adapted from The Westmorland Gazette online article. 

 
Farfield Mill 
John and I enjoyed a recent visit to Farfield Mill (a restored Victorian Woollen 

Mill). I always love looking round the artists' studios and they were looking par-
ticularly bright and inspiring this time. We chatted to several of the artists/

artisans as well as looking at the exhibitions and having refreshments in the 

cafe. We decided to become friends for the year (only £25.00) as a way of sup-
porting the Mill as it is a constant struggle to maintain the building and footfall is 

not as great as they would like despite being only one mile to the East of the 
town of Sedbergh and open daily from 10.30am to 5.00pm. 

  In one room there were several pieces of work created as part of a 

‘Community Connections’ project. 
  In the background of the photograph (inside the back cover ) is the 'Dream 

Coat' which was a collaboration between 500 primary and secondary school stu-
dents from Dent and Sedbergh. Art Sense and Ragtag Community Arts - both 

based in Kendal - taught the students new techniques and encouraged them to 
express themselves, developing their ideas with care and sensitivity. Each stu-

dent produced a square which was woven with pieces of upcycled materials and 

personal trinkets. The students all ‘sealed’ their dreams and wishes into the lin-
ing, never to be seen, and the squares were then combined to create the coat.  
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Year 7 and 8 students from Settlebeck School created the large woven hanging 
of a whale entirely out of plastic. This is what they had to say about their work: 

 
‘If you look around you, you’ll probably see plastic of some sort. Much of your 

food and many drinks come in plastic containers. Plastic is everywhere. This is 

because people make it in large quantities because it is so useful in just about 
everything people do. That’s why waste plastic is becoming a serious problem, 

especially around the world’s coastlines and oceans. Unfortunately, many marine 
animals mistake some kinds of plastics for food and eat them. Whales often die 

because the plastic they eat blocks their digestive system so they starve. You 
know about the three Rs, don’t you? Reduce, Re-use and Recycle. But now a 

fourth R has joined the other three: Refuse. 

Reduce means don’t buy so much plastic stuff. 
Re-use is obvious. Plastic bottles are a good example. 

Re-cycle any plastic you don’t want anymore. 
Refuse! Say NO to single-use plastics like bags and bottles. 

 

Please take the Settlebeck Pledge by reading the following out loud: 
“I can make a difference to the environment by being responsible with plastic. I 

will reduce, re-use, re-cycle and refuse single use plastic. When I go to the 
coast I will collect and take five pieces of plastic litter away with me. I will en-

courage others to be sensible with plastic to help save our oceans and marine 
life.”                                                                                  Mandy Reynolds 

When I get old I don't want people thinking "What a sweet little old lady", 

I want 'em saying "Oh Crap! What's she up to now?" 

 
I found this on a gardening forum (Can I hear the sound of Katie fainting?). It is 

not attributed to anyone but I certainly resonate with it!                         Fran 

Pampooties: Untanned raw hide shoes, similar to moccasins, used only on the Isle of 
Aran, County Galway, Ireland. Formed of a single piece of untanned hide folded around 
the foot and stitched with twine or a leather strap. Hide from the buttocks was most 
often used. The hair was usually left and this improved the shoe's grip. The raw hide 
was kept flexible by use and the constant damp conditions of Western Ireland. The 
shoes were prone to rot and were usually kept for as little as a month or less. 
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Every Sunday at Chapel. Meditation. 10:15 -10:45 am. 
Come and join us for silent meditation in the Meeting Room on Sunday morning 

before Sunday service. We start with 5 minute music, then into silence.                       
Sue Parry 

 

Monthly Service for Unity and Global Peace. 2:00 pm. Chapel Gap, Storth 
Road, Storth, LA7 7JL. Organised by the Tau Community of St. Francis, this is an 

Interfaith service on the first Sunday of every month at the Monastery, where 
members of the Tau Family join local people in a service for global unity and 

peace. All warmly welcome. The service lasts about an hour. More details from 
Rob Crompton, 01524 762292 – or just turn up. 

NB. If any of the Unitarian chapel members would like to come and join us after 

your chapel service and partake of homemade soup and bread from the monks’ 
kitchen, say 12:30-1:00 pm before the service starts here, then they are indeed 

most welcome, but, if they could email me at: brothersean@btinternet.com be-
fore the Sunday to confirm so we don’t run out of soup/s.                  Br Sean                                                                                                                                       
 

MORNING PRAYERS via Lifestream and Facebook.   
As an alternative to using the Daily Prayer Channel on Lifestream, why not come 

and join me for Morning Prayers (09:00 am) and Evening Vespers (05:00 pm) 
live every morning and evening on our Facebook page: https://
www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008490064593, where we are called by 
Holy Father Mother God to raise the Earth’s vibration ~ One Collective Con-

sciousness ♥                                                                          Brother Sean    
 
Sunday 19 August. 2:00 pm - 4:30 pm. Monthly Open Meeting  

BGKT Buddhist Group of Kendal (Theravada) meets monthly on Sundays at Cas-

tle Street Community Centre, Castle Street, Kendal LA9 7AD. All welcome. Free. 
Donations towards room hire welcome. Meetings led by lay teachers authorized 

by the Sangha [Community of Buddhist Monks] 01539-729793 / 
bgkt@etherway.net.  
 

Tuesday 7 August. 10:00 for 10:30 – 3:00. Living with the Mystics: 
Isaac Pennington. Friends Meeting House, Elliot Park, Keswick. Cost: £5.00. 

Drinks provided, please bring your own lunch. Organised by Christian Meditation 
in Cumbria (CMC). Booking: Bob Morley 016974 72644/ rgm1@live.co.uk 

 

Saturday 11 August. 10:00 – 4:00. Day of Gathering. 
A day to come together and meditate and walk in creation. Led by CMC team. 

Shap Memorial Hall, Main Street, Shap, Cumbria CA10 3NL. Cost: Donation of 
£10 or £5 requested. Drinks provided, please bring your own lunch. Booking: 

Richard 01946 862990 / cmcwccm@fastmail.fm 
 



Soul-Birds of Solomon 
An article first published on patheos.com in July 2018 

 
I was walking along the river when I spotted a crow on the railing. Cautiously, I ap-
proached it – not too close – and stood by the railing looking over the river with it. Then, I 
turned my head slowly and said, “Salam.” At first it did nothing, then it leapt into the air 
and hovered close to my left shoulder, before circling behind my back – ever so close – 
to hover over my right shoulder. After a few caws it disappeared into the foliage of the 
yew tree in the church yard.  
  I’m no Solomon, but I’ve come to love birds, even – and especially – crows. There is 
something invigorating about their presence, and their caw, heard on a misty November 
morning, can be thrilling. Rumi captures it well: 
 

In autumn countless branches and leaves  
retreat into the sea of Death— 

in the garden the crow clothed in black like a mourner  
laments over the withered green. 

 
The crow family – including ravens, rooks, and jackdaws – has a dignity all of its own: 
harbingers of death, perhaps they can also herald an inner shedding that is necessary for 
our regeneration. I met the crow mentioned above this spring just gone, shortly before my 
father passed away.  
  Birds seem to exert a peculiar fascination over us. Part of it may be due to the simple 
fact that they are the most visible of all animals (an interesting state of affairs to ponder in 
itself), and no doubt it has a great deal to do with the beauty of their flight, song, and 
plumage. And then there is curious pursuit of birdwatching... who has ever heard of mam-
mal-watching, or fish-watching?  
  Birdwatchers are famously obsessive and have developed their own esoteric vocabu-
lary. I might describe myself as a casual birdwatcher, but I’m no “birder”, and certainly not 
a “twitcher”. In fact, I had to visit an online forum to understand these terms better:  
 
Birder - a serious Birdwatcher who (almost certainly) owns a scope, watches a local 
patch (patch worker), knows his or her stuff, doesn’t carry a field guide and looks for cer-
tain birds at certain times of the year. A birder knows birds by call as well as appearance. 
Keeps a log of his/her sightings and may photograph them or take notes in the field. 
Likes to find their own birds. May go on the odd twitch occasionally (see below). Birders 
go out looking for (specific) birds. 
 
Twitcher - a birder who will travel great distances in his home country to see birds he 
hasn’t seen in that country before. Diagnostic feature – will almost certainly know how 
many birds they have seen in Britain! Twitchers chase specific individual birds. 
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The best Twitches know their birds extremely well. Some just do it for a bigger list :)  
The most obsessive will shake, tremble, vomit, cry under pressure, especially if they dip 
out on a lifer. 
 
“Dip out on a lifer” – what a suggestive phrase. We might sense an almost religious devo-
tion in these twitchers, and it’s interesting that they seem to have come by their name in 
a similar way to how the Quakers came by theirs. I don’t mean to suggest that twitchers 
are involved in a conscious spiritual quest, but it does make me wonder why birds affect 
us so deeply. 
  In the Quran, birds are linked particularly to the glorification of God: 
 

Are you not aware that it is God whose limitless glory  
all creatures in the heavens and on earth praise,  

even the birds as they outspread their wings? 
 
Could it be that birds, and those who devotedly watch them, are fulfilling an innate desire 
to glorify their Creator? Indeed, for Sufis, birds are symbolic reminders of the angels, 
those “winged” beings who are also constantly glorifying God we are told. Thinking of my 
own encounter with the crow and how it hovered over each of my shoulders, how it re-
minds me now of the “Salam” we Muslims say to the angels over our right and left shoul-
ders at the end of ritual prayer. And if birds are everywhere for our physical eyes to see, 
might not angels be waiting everywhere for our spiritual eye to see?  
  Whilst there seems to me to be a very real, yet mysterious, correspondence between 
birds and angels, birds also remind us of our own higher selves, which have the potential 
to become angelic. Attar, in the Conference of the Birds, and Keats in Ode to a Nightin-
gale surely point us towards this possibility. Birds correspond to that part of ourselves 
that can take spiritual flight and transcend our grasping, earth-bound egos. Rumi makes 
it clear: 
 

But when disgust at the coarseness of this lowly world seizes me,  
I soar up like the birds who spread their wings, 

not with feathers that have been glued on,  
but with these wings that have grown from my essence. 

 
Is it any wonder that a bird can cause a twitcher to tremble with such devotion?  
 
Solomon, the Quran suggests, could speak the language of the birds. We might be 
tempted to understand this solely as a metaphor: Solomon could communicate with an-
gelic forces and awaken the angelic nature within human beings – in all their colourful, 
richly plumed diversity. Certainly, this may be one of its deeper, esoteric meanings. It 
seems to be the interpretation which Rumi encourages in the Mathnawi: 
 



Come, O bird-speech of Solomon, 
sing the song of every bird that comes. 

God, who sent you, 
taught you each species’ scale. 

 
To the necessitarian bird  

speak the language of predestination; 
to the bird with broken wings  

speak of patience. 
 

Keep the patient bird happy, 
free from harm; 

and for the ‘Anqa bird  
describe Mount Qaf. 

 
Bid the pigeon beware of the falcon; 
to the falcon speak of forbearance  

and keeping of one's guard. 
 

As for the benighted bat,  
make that one an initiate of the Light. 

 
Teach the belligerent partridge peace; 

for the cockerel display the signs of dawn. 
 

Proceed thus from hoopoe to eagle,  
and show the way. 

 
And God knows best the right course. 

 
Yet, my guess is that Rumi would not have discouraged a literal interpretation of Solo-
mon’s ability to speak the language of the birds – the literal and the metaphorical some-
times go hand-in-hand, the one being no more nor less miraculous than the other. Today, 
many of us are peering deeply into a reality that defies current scientific models, and no 
doubt many of us have also experienced moments of extraordinary rapport with birds, 
animals, and other aspects of nature. Rumi himself seems to have had such “miraculous” 
encounters with animals if we are to believe the tales told of him, and it is said that even 
stones spoke to Muhammad (peace be upon him). Shamanic cultures would certainly 
affirm the possibility of this.  
  Whether we see Solomon as communicating with birds, angels, or the higher selves 
within his fellow human beings (or all of these things without exclusion), he may seem 
like an impossible role model for us to emulate. Yet a Sufi illahi we love to sing in our 
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community goes like this: 
 
Solomon, it’s been said, spoke with birds and stilled the winds. 
[Repeat] 
Inside of Solomon a Solomon exists. 
Inside us all every prophet lives. 
[Repeat] 
 
Could the language of the birds be innate within us all? 

Daniel Dyer 
Mathnawi I, 1892–93, trans. by Kabir and Camille Helminski in The Rumi Daybook 
Accessed at https://ww2.rspb.org.uk/community/wildlife/f/901/t/26348.aspx, posted by seymouraves 
Quran 24:41, trans. Camille Helminski in The Light of Dawn, A Daybook of Verses from the Holy Qur’an 
Mathnawi II, 3563–64, trans. by Kabir and Camille Helminski in The Rumi Daybook 
Mathnawi IV, 85 –58, rendered by the author based on a translation by Reynold A. Nicholson 
 

The Ruins of the Heart 
 

The ruins of the heart contain a truth. 
A remedy’s inside of you. 

(Repeat) 
Open yourself at your innermost door. 
To know yourself is to know your Lord. 

(Repeat) 
The sacred books, the brotherhood, 

are some ways to take you there. 
(Repeat) 

But wisdom and truth are only found within. 
Unveil the heart and meet the Friend. 

(Repeat) 
Solomon, it’s been said, 

spoke with birds and stilled the winds. 
(Repeat) 

Inside of Solomon a Solomon exists. 
Inside us all every prophet lives. 

(Repeat) 
The ruins of the heart contain a truth. 

A remedy’s inside of you. 
(Repeat) 

Open yourself at your innermost door. 
To know yourself is to know your Lord. 

 (Repeat) 
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Harlan Jay Ellison. (May 27, 1934 – June 28, 2018 ) 

 

We met Harlan Ellison when we used to attend Science Fiction conventions and 
had some long conversations with him. He was a prolific writer across genres, 

including episodes of Star Trek and books too numerous to mention. He was 
small and feisty, having left home at age 13 and made his way since then. He 

had a reputation for being outspoken and abrasive. He was, but he spoke his 

truth and didn’t take crap. When we met him in Glasgow, he told us that his 
home in the US was unlocked because passing hobos knew they could get food 

and shelter there.   
  This is my small tribute to a man that I liked.                                        Fran 

Fundies never read the Bible! I used to know a silly song:  

"Solomon and David led very wicked lives, 
Wenching every evening with other fellers' wives, 

Then sometimes in the morning 
Their conscience gave them qualms, 

So Solomon wrote the proverbs 

And David wrote the psalms!"  
 

Check out David, Bathsheba, and Uriah (2 Samuel 11). Both kings had lots of 
wives, concubines, slave girls, etc.!                           Mike Rutter on Facebook 

Our broken housing market is one of the 
greatest barriers to progress in Britain to-
day. Whether buying or renting, the fact is 
that housing is increasingly unaffordable – 
particularly for ordinary working class peo-
ple who are struggling to get by. Today, the 
average house costs almost eight times av-
erage earnings – an all-time record. As a 
result, it is difficult to get on the housing 
ladder, and the proportion of people living in 
the private rented sector has doubled since 
2000. 

From the 2017 Government White Paper Fixing our 
Broken Housing Market. Unitarian PAP News, June 

2018. 

Harmlessness is the true religion. 
All beings hate pain. Therefore one 
should not kill them. This is the 
quintessence of wisdom: not to kill 
any being.                    Jain teaching 
 
This is the sum of duty: do nothing 
to others which, if done to you, 
would cause you pain.           Hindu 
 
One act of pure love in saving life is 
greater than spending the whole of 
one’s life in religious offerings. 

Buddhist. 
From Rev Feargus O’Connor’s In-

terfaith Celebration of Animals. 



A Stroll Along Waterside 
 
As I walk up and down Waterside every day—sometimes two or three times—I 
seem to belong to the life of the river. It is a friendly path, where people are 
happy to greet each other and talk about the changing scene or watch the 
swifts dart about after their aerial supper. For weeks there has been no rain to 
fill the deep channel and the Kent has shrunk to a shallow stream. The weir 
stones are exposed, boulders stand high and banks of shilla rim the margins. In 
May, there were numerous lafters of mallard chicks; I counted a pair, a five, a 
six and even a nine. Many have survived, in spite of the voracious herring gulls, 
and now they are so grown as to be almost indistinguishable from their elders.   
  During the unforgiving heat of the last few weeks, even the mallards seemed 
exhausted and would flop motionless on the hot boulders below Miller Bridge, 
singly or in pairs or trios, or stand or float in the river, their heads tucked in, 
apparently asleep, happily ignoring the children splashing and swimming to 
cool themselves in the still 
deep pool nearby. There is a 
swan family, too: five cygnets 
under the ever-watchful eyes 
of the cob and pen. I first saw 
them near Jennings Yard 
Bridge, when the young were 
tiny grey balls of fluff, their 
eyes like black beads, and 
have watched them grow. 
With the river so low they hardly have to put their heads under water to feed 
on the streaming bright green waterweed. They are doing well and move up 
and down between Victoria Bridge and Nether Bridge and sometimes I see 

them at rest on the shilla or sheltering in 
the rushes near the Parish Church. 
  On shore, workmen have been busy 
remodelling the landscape between the 
blocks of flats, making new paths, laying 
cobbles, building stone walls and seed-
ing grass. A new cherry tree has been 
planted there and a new shiny brass 
plaque, commemorating the birth of the 
founder of the Bahai faith in 1817, has 
been fastened in the stone to replace 
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Old Plaque 



the one that was re-
moved two or three 
years ago. It gives me 
hope when I see it 
and makes me proud 
that in this “auld gray 
toon” the spirit of free 
thinking and mutual 
respect that has char-
acterised our Chapel 
over the long years is 
still alive, as was 
shown recently in the 
first Kendal Unity Fes-
tival.  
  I had a visit recently 
from friends from 
Jubail in Saudi Arabia. 
Mufleh was my stu-
dent over twenty 
years ago—he says I gave him his love of English—and he brought his wife, two 
daughters, two sisters, and the two nieces he and his wife have brought up as 
their own children since their parents were killed in a car crash twelve years 
ago. They are a charming family and loved it here in Cumbria. We had a won-
derful time together. We strolled along the lanes and by the lakeshore and I 
taught them the names of the wild flowers, translating them into Arabic; they 
will always remember the dainty blue forget-me-nots.   
  We visited Bowness Cemetery to see my family’s graves, and we sailed on 
Windermere and walked up to Ambleside; we had our supper up by Kendal Cas-
tle and lunch in Abbot Hall Park when the Unity Festival was on, listening to the 
choirs and the fiddlers and meeting Mandy, John and many other friends. It 
was all very special and it is quite humbling to know that they really made the 
long journey just to see me. How fortunate I am; but then how fortunate are 
we all, for as Don reminded me a couple of weeks since, quoting Pliny the Elder, 
“God is one mortal caring for another.”                                            John Campbell 
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New Plaque 
This plaque was placed on the stone where the old one 
used to be. The words are somewhat different but the 

sentiment is the same. I have only recently been able to 
photograph it. There were fences all around at first and 

then the sun was too glaring for several weeks.  

 

Audrey Hepburn 



Facing the Truth 

 

There are many, many wrongs on our planet that need to be faced and dealt with. Child 
abuse and human trafficking not the least by far. Below are extracts from the pdf docu-
ment produced by the Internatiional Tribunal for Natural Justice. The document also has 
links to video testimony. If anyone would like a copy, please email me.                  Fran 
 

ITNJ Judicial Commission of Inquiry into Human Trafficking and Child Sex Abuse 

The International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ) launched the Judicial Commis-

sion of Inquiry into Human Trafficking and Child Sex Abuse at an inaugural seating in 

Westminster, London, on April 16-18th 2018. The filmed testimonies are now avail-

able via the Official Commission site to the Press, Public and all interested institu-

tions and organs of government. (https://www.itnj.org/itnj/itnj-treaty/ ) The principal 

intention behind this Commission is not to instigate witch-hunts or target individuals, 

but to set in motion a culture that ensures restoration of truth, disclosure and recon-

ciliation around the subject of human trafficking and child sex abuse. Our goal is to 

achieve in 9 - 12 months what governments and leaders of the world have failed to 

do for centuries - shed the full light of truth on the nature and extent of the human 

trafficking and child sex abuse pandemic. Seatings will be taking place in Washing-

ton, the Hague and Rome in the months ahead. An Official Commission Report will 

be published and issued to the world-at-large at the Declaration event in Rome at 

the close of the Inquiry. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Part of the opening statement at the Westminster Seatings in April 2018 from 

Dr. Cynthia McKinney, Commissioner to the ITNJ: 

 

Honourable Justices, Your Grace, and my fellow Commissioners of the ITNJ: 

When I confronted former U.S. Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld, in Congress 

about whether or not it was government policy to reward corporations like DynCorp 

for the sex trafficking, it was intended to throw light on the very narrative which the 

Commission of Inquiry is now enacting.  

  I am encouraged to see that the subject is now becoming known to the world at 

large and that in our generation we can, and will, root out this evil from our civiliza-

tional wheel. The horror of these atrocities, and the suffering of millions of souls, is 

made all the worse by systemic collusion of factions within trusted institutions, gov-

ernment agencies, child care services, social services, and even churches around 

the globe. The scale of human trafficking and child abuse must surely be the most 

untold story of our civilization. 25 million souls every year, 8 million of them are chil-

dren. 

  Billions upon billions of dollars are being generated. Being generated by whom? 

The travesty is that we, more or less, know the answers, and certainly are able to 

determine those answers with little effort. But that effort is not being undertaken. It 

is not being undertaken by the very agencies and institutions that are mandated to 

protect and serve good people of the world. In villages, in towns, in cities across our 

globe.  

  Some of my fellow Commissioners within this Judicial Commission of Inquiry are 
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world leading experts in statistical analysis of tracking and of identifying remedy to 

these seminal concerns. As this Commission of Inquiry unfolds, we will make known 

to the world the sheer scale of human trafficking and child sex abuse. We will not 

balk from this duty of care, and we will be joined by millions of people the world over, 

concerned citizens, concerned mothers, fathers, sisters, and brothers alike.  

  I look forward to presiding at the commission seating in the United States in the 

months ahead, and wish my colleagues every success with this three day seating in 

Westminster, London. Thank you very much, and may God bless us all. 

 

The document also has many links to sites giving more information on these heinous 
crimes for those who are not acquainted with this prolific dark human history. Crimes 
committed even by those professing to love God. For example, I quote: “Someone con-
nected the dots in the Podesta emails and found the Clinton Child Trafficking...seems 
there were multiple US missionaries in Haiti stealing children, and Hillary, at State Dept, 
sent Bill there after the earthquake to cover up the child abduction scandal, and Laura 
Silsby was the only missionary Bill couldn’t get off the hook....she was trying to get 33 
children out of Haiti, and when their identities were verified, they were found not to be 
orphans, and returned to their parents. http://www.tmn.today/2016/11/evidence-
shows-clintons-connected-child-trafficking/” 

There is an option for individuals to ratify the treaty. If you would like to make a personal 
stand against the perpetrators of these evils and for the restoration of truth, freedom and 
compassion, then you can sign here: https://www.itnj.org/itnj/itnj-treaty/ 
 
Whatever you may think, or hear, about Donald Trump, he has promised to round up and 
prosecute the child abusers and human traffickers in the US. 
 
This whole scenario links in with the very complex global issue of commercial law versus 
common law and the fact that once a birth certificate is issued you become a legal com-
modity and lose your sovereign rights and freedoms. For example: “According to a re-
searcher who worked on a research project for one of the world's largest brokerage 
houses he discovered that in the year 1936 each birth certificate was assigned a value of 
£630,000.00. The investigative journalist's report confirms that (new) birth certificates 
today carry a value of £1,000,000.00 and that upon notification of the receipt of a new 
birth certificate at the Ministry of Finance (The Ministry of Finance (MoF) informally The 
Treasury, is the government department responsible for developing and executing the 
British government's public finance and economic policies), it takes out a loan for £1-
million and purchases a bond, then invests the funds in either the stock market or bond 
market. The collateral for the loan for the bond issued against the birth certificate is you; 
i.e. your body, labour, and property”. This is really a topic that necessitates a long lecture 
or a book of its own, but, as ever, I urge you to do your own research. Ignorance is NOT 
bliss and if we are to change this world for the better then we need to be aware of what is 
REALLY going on.                                                                                                     Fran                                                                                   
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Thank You! 
 

We are very fortunate to have such beautiful gardens. When I show visitors 
around the Chapel, they comment on how lovely they are. Many are attracted 
through the gates by the rose garden and are then delighted to find beds full of 
colour at the back too; and they are impressed by the concept of the Multifaith 
Garden. There are many people to thank for making all this possible: for look-
ing after the gardens, for buying flowers and shrubs, and for donating money 
for the creation of the new garden. I cannot mention them all and perhaps it 
were therefore invidious to mention any. But I should like to thank June Phil-
lips for her very substantial gift a little while ago; it will be put to very good use 
in the new garden area. I should also like to thank Ewan Campbell for donating 
the hanging baskets at the front door. You may have seen him in the Market 
Place; he used to come every week and brought our rowan tree last backend, 
but recently he has been very ill and has not appeared so often. I am sure we 
wish him a full recovery.                                                                                     John C 

First Women has two local entries: 

 Katy Cropper (Shap) 1990, first 

woman to win One Man and His Dog. 
 Jacquetta Gomes (Kendal). 2014, 

first woman Buddhist Fire Chaplain. 

 

The Mayor commented “I am de-
lighted that a Kendal resident is rep-

resented in such an important publi-
cation which includes women who 

have contributed to society and given 
great service”. 

 

If anyone would like a pdf copy of 
First Women, please let me know and 

I will email it.                            Fran 

20 years ago a trash collection man, 

Jose Alberto Gutierrez of Bogota, Co-
lombia, found a copy of Leo Tolstoy’s 

Anna Karenina in with the rubbish in 
one of the wealthier areas of Bogota, 

so he decided to rescue the book from 

the trash. 
Jose has since collected over 20,000 

books that now make up his own free 
library in his home in the poorer area 

of South Bogota – which he opens to 
community children at weekends. 

Aptly named “Strength of Words” the 

library provides local children with a 
host of reading resources and Jose 

hopes to inspire young minds. 
From: www.thehappynewspaper.com 

 
The worst sin towards our fellow creatures 

is not to hate them but to be indifferent to 

them. That’s the essence of inhumanity. 

George Bernard Shaw 

From Rev Feargus O’Connor’s Interfaith 

Celebration of Animals. 
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 Heritage Open Days at the Chapel 2018 

 

This year, Heritage Open Days takes place over two weekends, instead of 

one, so the chapel will be open to visitors on Saturday 8th and Saturday 

15th September (9am-4pm). This is a great opportunity to welcome visitors 

to the chapel, show them round, answer their questions and just have a 

friendly chat.  

  Would you like to take part as a volunteer? If you could do an hour or so, 

that would be great… 

  You won’t be on your own in the chapel, as John Campbell will be covering 

the whole day on both Saturdays. However, he’d love some help (and to 

have a break now and then!) – so if you’d like to get involved, please have a 

word with John. If you haven’t taken part before, it’s a great way of finding 

out more about the chapel, meeting people and helping out at the same 

time. 

  You’ll be given useful background information in a leaflet about the his-

tory and features of the chapel – so don’t worry if you feel you don’t know 

enough to answer visitors’ questions…. You soon will! 

  To find out more about Heritage Open Days go to the official website at 

www.heritageopendays.org.uk/. Look for the events directory, where infor-

mation about the chapel’s Heritage Open Days will appear alongside other 

events taking place nationwide. 

Hazel Clarke 

Garden Monument 
 
I examined the inscription, using flour (self-raising or plain, both are effective, 
other ingredients not required) and found that it commemorates three people, 
father, son and grandson: 
 
Myles Harrison of Blaikholme (1638–1730), John Harrison (1683–1737) and 
Benjamin Harrison (1703–1731). 
Beneath the names etc., is a line of Greek. I have not yet translated (or even 
transliterated) this but will try.  
 
The Harrisons were a family of statesmen (yeomen) in Cartmel Fell. Blaikholme 
(now Blake Holme) is an island in Windermere and the estate is on the shore. 
John Harrison was a very early trustee, possibly of the congregation before it 
moved from Fellside to the town centre. The monument is thus an important 
part of our history.                                                                            John Campbell 
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  AUGUST AT A GLANCE 

     
Wed  1 Coffee morning       Kumen 1:00 

Thurs  2      Singing Group 11:00 - 12:00 
Fri  3 No Alternative Perspectives this month. 

Sat  4 Coffee morning     

   Wedding of Stacey Langhorn and Duncan Maxwell 1:30 pm.     
Sun  5 SERVICE  11:00 am Led by John Clifford 

   Hope for the Best and Prepare for the Worst! 
   Communion Service led by Rev Griff Jones 

Mon  6 John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00 
Tues  7  

Wed  8 Coffee morning    

Thurs  9       
Fri  10 

Sat   11 Coffee morning      
   Wedding of Jane Egglestone and Paul Davis 2:00 pm  

Sun   12 SERVICE  11:00 am  Led by Ann Wilcox 

   Women’s League: Service and Friendship. Raising Funds for  
   UK Sepsis Trust. 
Mon  13 John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00 
Tues  14        

Wed  15 Coffee morning    
Thurs  16      Singing Group 11:00 - 12:00 

Fri  17  

Sat   18 Coffee morning          
Sun   19 SERVICE  11:00 am  Led by David Arthur  

   Belief in—what?  
Mon  20 John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00 

Tues  21    

Wed  22 Coffee morning  
Thurs  23  

Fri  24  
Sat   25 Coffee morning          

Sun   26 SERVICE  11:00 am  Led by Graham Phoenix  
   Interfaith; an Effective Approach to Religion or Just Another  
   Holy Grail?  

Mon  27 John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00 
Tues  28    

Wed  29 Coffee morning   
   Committee Meeting in the schoolroom 2:30 p.m. 

Thurs  30  

Fri  31 Open House at 1 Church Walk, Kendal, from 2:00 pm. 
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 August Coffee Morning Rota 

Any views expressed in 
this publication are 
those of the contribu-
tors and do not neces-
sarily express the views 
of the editor, commit-
tee or trustees.  

August Chalice 
Lighters 

 
 5    Helen 
12   Ann W 
19   Rob 
26   John C 

Deadline for next 
issue:  19 Aug 

If possible when supplying newsletter copy by email please 
observe the following: 
1. Please supply as a Word doc, a Publisher doc, or simple 
text in the body of the email. Do NOT send as a pdf; that 
makes me more work! 
2. Please use Tahoma font, size 10. 
3. Do NOT justify text 
4. Please label photographs. Leaving just the image numbers 
on is not helpful. Please ATTACH photos; do not embed them 
in the body of the email.                                          Thanks. Fran. 

The Fellowship is 
available as a pdf file. If 
you would like to receive 
it in this format, rather 
than as hard copy, 
please let Fran know: 
booksbyfran@btinternet.

DATE COFFEE /
TEA PREP 

COUNTER WASH UP DRYING /  
PUTTING 
AWAY 

Wed 1 Fred Rob David B Marilyn 

Sat 4 Helen Jo Sharon Sally 

Wed 8 Fred Lynda David G ? 

Sat 11 Fred David C Mark Gaynor 

Wed 15 Katie Rob Ann  Debbie 

Sat 18 Phil David C Mandy Sharon 

Wed 22 Phil Lynda David G ? 

Sat 25 Fred Debbie Mark Gaynor 

Wed 29 Fred Lynda Gaynor John B 

If you are on the rota 
and have to cancel 
then, if it is not an 
emergency, please try 
and find a replacement 
before contacting 
Helen Jones. If you 
can fill in any of the 
gaps, please let Helen 
know. Contact: 
helenjones573@gmail.com 

MOB: 07795 142914 



MINISTRY TEAM LEADER: Rev Amanda Reynolds 

Spiritual matters, pastoral care and weddings, baptisms and funerals. 
Mobile: 07545 375721 / amandareynolds1@me.com 
 
 
 
UCHAPEL OFFICERS 
 
Chair        Mrs Ann Wilcox 
 
Treasurer       Mr John Campbell, 1 Church Walk, Kirkland, Kendal, Cumbria 
                     LA9 5AG. ajlcampbell@yahoo.com             01539 232172                                                

 
Secretary       Ms Jo Rogers, Underscar, Brigsteer, Nr Kendal LA8 8AN 

                                                                             015395 68631 
 
Organists       Ms Jo Rogers and Mr John Campbell, as above 
 

Fellowship       Mrs Fran Pickering, 69 Sandylands Rd, Kendal LA9 6JG 

Editor               booksbyfran@btinternet.com                             01539 721247 
 
 
 
 
U  
 

TRUSTEES OFFICERS 
 
 
Chair        Ms Hazel Clarke, Pear Tree Cottage, The Row, Lyth, Kendal,  

        LA8 8DD                                                         015395 68284 
 
Treasurer         Mr John Campbell, as above 
 
 
 
 
Caretaker         Mr Tony Egglestone, 64 Low Garth, Kendal LA9 5PA 

                                                                           07455 123317. 
Hall Bookings   Mr John Campbell, as above 
 
Vestry/Kitchen: 01539 739442 
 
Kendal Unitarian Chapel 
Branthwaite Brow 
Market Place  
Kendal  
LA9 4TN  
https://kendalunitarians.com/ 
https:www.facebook.com/kendalunitarians/ 



  

Mayor’s Sun-
day. Top 
photo:  
Jacquetta,  
Bottom: Helen 
Jones. 

Blencow Free 
Grammar School, 
where Caleb 
Rotheram studied 
before he went to 
Whitehaven Acad-
emy. Photos: JC 
 
Kumen outing to 
Eskdale Green 
Gatehouse. Dining 
room ceiling  
The gang. 
View across 
tarn Plaque 
above  fireplace   
Photos: Mandy 

John H at 
Farfield Mill. 
Photo: Mandy 

Suffra-
gettes  
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